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1. INTRODUCTION 
In its simplest form, a pseudoparabolic equation can be written as 
Au, - U$ + Au = 0, where A is the Laplacian operator in the space variable 
x and ut stands for the time derivative of u(t, x). Various specific physical 
problems are governed by equations of this type. We refer to [I81 for more 
comprehensive references on this subject. Also, it is the basic equation 
in the two-temperature theory for heat conductions [19]. Accordingly, 
various questions can be raised about the solutions. Here, we shall be con- 
cerned with the initial-value problems and study the pointwise solution in the 
whole Euclidean space R”, n > 2, for all time t, --co < t < co. 
Our point of departure is the principal fundamental solution (PFS) 
constructed by Giraud [8]. Accordingly, we determine the precise order 
of singularity of the second derivatives of the PFS in Section 2. In Section 3 
we apply the PFS to derive Schauder-type estimates for the solutions of 
certain nonhomogeneous elliptic differential equations in the whole space. 
Based on these results, the initial-value problems are formulated and solved 
in Section 4, where the regularity questions have also been answered. 
Finally, we discuss briefly the asymptotic behaviors of the solutions as 
t --f cc and refer to earlier results in [18] for the details. The presentation 
below is essentially self-contained except some applications of the results 
of Giraud, Hopf, and Avantaggiati. 
As usual, we denote by x = (xi ,..., x,) the points in Rfi, 01 the multi-index 
with nonnegative integer components 01~ ,..., ol, and 1 a: 1 = 01~ + 01s + ... + 
oi, . The differential operator Dzol is defined by 
D,” E (a/3x1)*’ ... (a/ax,>*“. 
* The work of this author was partially supported by NSF Grant MPS 75-07118. 
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For any integer j, 0 < j < co, Ci,u(R”) denotes the space of all functions 
which are defined andj-times continuously differentiable on Iin. In addition, 
the derivatives of order j are uniformly Holder continuous in Rn with 
exponent y, 0 < p < 1. As is well known, Ci*u(R”) is a Banach space when 
it is equipped with the 11 . lJj,W-norm defined by 
where 
IlfllbL = iflj + f&‘Vl for all f in Cj+(Rn), 
Ktfl = sup{1 W(x) - W(Y)l/l x - Y l” X#Y, 1011 =i>. 
2. THE PRINCIPAL FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION 
Consider the second-order differential operator 
Au = a&)~,~~ + u&x)u,~ + a&)~, (2.1) 
with coefficients being functions defined in the whole space R’“. Here, 
as well as in what follows, the commas stand for the partial differentiations 
with respect to x = (xi ,..., x,) and the summation convention over the 
repeated indices from 1 to n has been adopted. Throughout this and the 
next section, we shall adopt more restrictive assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION A. (i) All the coefficients in A are uniformly Holder- 
continuous in x with the same exponent p, 0 < p < 1. Moreover, 
II %(.)llo,u > II Qi(~)l/o,u > II %(~)llo,, 
are bounded by a fixed constant. 
(ii) A is uniformly elliptic in R”, i.e., there are two positive constants 
h and (1 such that for all real [ in R”, 
(iii) Sup us(x) over Rn is less than a strictly negative constant. 
It was Giraud who first singled out such an elliptic differential operator 
and succeeded in constructing the principal fundamental solution for the 
equation Au = 0 under less restrictive assumptions [S]. It turns out that 
the assumptions laid down here are the natural ones for the physically 
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relevant problems to be considered and that all analyses will be based on 
the existence and the characteristic properties of the principal fundamental 
solution. 
Denote by A the diagonal of Ii” x Rn. The original Levi function is 
defined as a fundamental solution of the equation aij(y) Pu/&x~ axj = 0 
in Rn x Rn - A and it is given by the formula 
L(y y _ x) ~ Kn - 2) %-wY,Y - 4’-“/s(Y)l, n > 2, , 
Ps(Ytl kd1/P(Y~ Y - 4h n = 2, (2.2) 
for all integers n > 2, and all (x, y) in R’” x R” - A, where w, denotes 
the surface area of a unit hypersphere in Rn. 
&,Y - 4 = L%w(Y, - Xi)(Yi - %w”, (2.3) 
and where S(y) stands for the positive square root of the determinant 
of (+(y)) and (/Iii(z)) the inverse of (Uij(Z)). 
A function G(x, y) defined in Rn x Rn - A is called a principal funda- 
mental solution of Au = 0, if it is twice differentiable with respect to x 
for all (x, y) in Rn x Rn - d and has the following properties: 
(i) A,G(x,y) = 0 in Rn x R’” - A, where A, stands for the 
operator A acting at the point X, 
(ii) G(x, y) = (1 + 0( 1)) L( y, y - X) uniformly in x as 1 x - y 1 -+ 0, 
(iii) 1 DrUG(x, y)i < const e+” for all Y = 1 x - y 1 > R, and all 
multi-index o1,O < / 01 1 < 1, where a and R, are positive constants depending 
only on the operator A and is independent of both x and y. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Giraud). Under Assumption A, the equation Au = 0 has a 
unique principal fundamental solution. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that Assumption A holds. Let G(x,y) be the 
principal fundamental solution of Au = 0. Then 
(i) there are two positive constants a and R, such that for all (x, y) 
inRn~Rn-A,0<IorI<2, 
j DeorG(x, y)[ < const e-a7 for all r > R, ; 
(ii) forall(x,y)withO<r=Ix--yI <R,, 
(2.4) 
1 Dza(G(x, y) - L(y, y - x))I < const 1 x - y 12+~~-+tol, 0 < Ial <2, 
(2.5) 
.50.5/23/1-9 
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ifn>3,andifn=2,thenforO<r<R0, 
I G(x, Y) - L(Y, Y - 4 < cow 
(2.6) 
IDzb(G(x, y) - L(y, y - x))l < const ] x - y ]‘++I, 1 <Ial <2. 
The constants appearing in the above estimates depend only on h, (1, 
the bounds, and the Holder constants of the coefficients in A. Hence they 
are all independent of x and y. 
The estimates in (2.4) specify the asymptotic behavior of G(x,y) as 
1 x - y 1 + co, while (2.5) and (2.6) state that G and L together with their 
derivatives of order <2 have essentially the same singular behavior along 
the diagonal d of R” x R”. These estimates will enable us to derive Schauder- 
type estimates for the solutions of the nonhomogeneous equations Au = --z, 
in R” so as to solve the initial-value problem in Section 4. 
Theorem 2.1 and the estimates in Theorem 2.2 for / 01 I < 1 are given 
in [Sa, pp. 286-3011. So only the case i a: 1 = 2 has to be verified. To do this, 
we shall make use of the intermediate functions constructed by Giraud, 
all of which have essentially the same asymptotic and singular behavior. 
First, for all multi-index 01, the Levi function defined in (2.2) satisfies the 
estimates 
1 DaaL(x, y)l < const 1 x - y i2-71-lbl, n > 3, I a I 3 0, 
IL(x,y)I < const I log Ix -y 1, n = 2, (2.7) 
i @L(x,y)l < const j x -y l-lo/, n = 2, I& 2 1, 
where L(x, y) = L(y, y - x). These estimates can be derived from (2.2) 
by direct differentiations. It can also be derived by applying Fourier trans- 
forms to tempered distributions [ 151. 
Consider the elliptic partial differential equation, 
aJy) a%(x)/ax, axj - h%(x) = 0, (2.8) 
with aij(y) being functions of the parameter y and K being a positive constant. 
Suppose that the real-valued functions aij(y) satisfy all the conditions in 
Assumption A. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let H,(x,y) be the PFS (principal fundamental solution) 
of Eq. (2.8). Then there are positive constants a and R, such that for all multi- 
index a, 
1 DzaHk(x, y)l < const e-ala-yl for Ix--~1 >K,, (2.9) 
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andthatforallx,ywithIx-yj <RR,, 
j D,a(Hk -L)(x, y)j < const 1 x -y j3--n--lal n 3 3, j 01 1 >, 0, (2.10) 
l(Hk -L)(x, y)l < const, n = 2, (2.11) 
1 D,a(Hk - L)(x, y)l < const 1 x - y I1--lorl n=2, loll > 1. (2.12) 
Estimates including (2.9) have been derived in [2] for the fundamental 
matrices of general elliptic systems and those for (2.10) to (2.12) with 
1 01 1 < 1 are given in [gal. We verify the estimates in (2.10) and (2.12) 
for I cr 1 3 2 by applying the Fourier transforms for tempered distributions 
[15]. Incidentally, this method can also be applied to fundamental matrices. 
Derivation of the estimates in (2.10) and (2.12). As a tempered distribu- 
tion, H~(x, y) = H,(y, y - x) satisfies the equation 
aij(y) Dijff& Y) - k2ffJxs Y) = a(~ - Y) 
in the space S’(R”) of tempered distributions, where S(x) is the Dirac 
measure and where DiiHb(x,y) stands for partial derivatives of HI, with 
respect to xi and xj of the first variable x. Similar notations will also be 
applied to first d erivatives. Accordingly, the Fourier transform fik([, y) 
of Hk(x, y) in the variable x is given by 
BJc(c?, y) = -[a,Jy) E& + k2]-l = --I iP(5, y). (2.13) 
Since the Fourier transform F: S’(R”) + S’(R”) is one-to-one and onto, 
H,(x, y) is necessarily the inverse Fourier transform of fik([,y) in the 
variable [, i.e., 
H(x, Y> = F(fi)(x> Y) in S’(R’z), 
where F stands for the inverse of F. 
On the other hand, the Fourier transform of L(x, y) -L(y, y - x) in 
the variable x is 
Qt,Y) = -(a&) Mi)-l = -l/Q(t,y). (2.14) 
It follows from (2.13) and (2.14) that 
k2 
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Moreover, for all multi-index 01, the Fourier transform of Dz”(Hk - L)(x, y) 
in the variable x is given by 
F[D”(Hk - L)1(4, Y> = (-274’V[&(t> Y> - J%, rll 
Fur-the r, for all multi-index /? with j/3 1 = n - 3 + / 01 j
(Y - xl6 DccWd~, Y - 4 - L(Y> Y - 4) 





fYE9 Y> !a, Y> 1 e2nit4v-a) (g (2.16) 
We proceed to transform these identities into the desired estimates. 
For the integrand in (2.16), we have the Leibnitz rule, 
Since p/Q(.$, y) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree / 011 - 2 in 4, 
we have the estimates, 
I D&’ (P/$&f, y))l < const 1 5 I1+lvl--n, (2.18) 
where we have used the fact that 
2-l~/+/8--yl=~--lyl+lisl-lYl=~--l--l~l~ 
On the other hand, P([, y) is quadratic in .$. Hence, for all multi-index p 
with 1 p / > 0, 
I(D,*P(S, y))/P(f, y)l < const/(l + I 4 1)1*‘. 
It is proved in [3, Lemma 2.11 that for all multi-index y, 
I D~‘(llP(S,y))l < const/(l + I 4 D2+lvl. (2.19) 
By combining the estimates in (2.18) and (2.19) with the identities in (2.16) 
and (2.17), we obtain the desired estimates, 
KY - ~YP,c=V%c - L)(Y, Y - 411 
(2.20) 
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Now, if n > 3, then for all ti with 1 01 j > 0, the right-hand side in (2.20) 
is less than a fixed constant, while if II > 2, then for all 01 with j cr: j > 0, 
it is also bounded. Since the estimates in (2.20) hold for all multi-index /I 
withIP =n-3+]~l,itfollowsthat 
1 D,“(Hk -L)(y,y - x)1 < const / x -y 13-nplll (2.21) 
if either n > 3 and I 01 / > 0, or n = 2 and / 01 / > 0. This is just what 
has to be shown. 
From the derivations of (2.16) and (2.20), we see that the unspecified 
constants in (2.10) and (2.12) are proportional to K2. 
We now outline Giraud’s construction of the PFS. First, choose sufficiently 
large k2 so that the PFS, H,(x, y), has the property that the integral of the 
absolute value of 
K&,y) = (A, - h2) H,(x, y) (2.22) 
is strictly less than one. We refer interested readers to [8a, p. 291; 3, p. 561 
for a proof of this statement. Once k2 has been so chosen, then the PFS 
of the equation, (A, - k2)u = 0 can be determined by an iterative process 
and it is given by 
(2.23) 
K~JYx, y) = j Kf’-(x, 5) J&(5, y) d5 for all 112. (2.24) 
For all sufficiently small AR > 0, the PFS, Gk-&~,y), of the equation 
[A, - (k - dk)s]u = 0 is obtained from G,(x, y) by replacing HI, by G, . 
More precisely, 
Gk&x,y) = G&Y) + f j G@> 0 &%t~Y) @, (2.25) 
rn==l 
~~~~~(x, y) zt [A, - (K - LE)~] G,(x, y), Kiil’,, = K%)* %A, . (2.26) 
By using the maximum principle, it is shown that a positive dk can be so 
determined that one can reduce the positive number K in the equation 
(A, - k2)u = 0 to zero in a finite number of steps by repeating the same 
process as for deriving Eq. (2.25). Thus, the PFS, G(x, y), of the equation 
Au = 0 is given by 
G(x,y) = Gz&,y) + t j GA&, 5) K%‘(~,Y) dt. 
?T&=l 
(2.27) 
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Each of the series in (2.23), (2.25) and (2.27) converges absolutely over 
R” x R”\A and they are dominated by a geometric series except for a finite 
number of terms. 
Since the maximum principle was involved, the process for diminishing 
the constant k cannot be applied to elliptic systems or elliptic equations 
of higher orders, 




IX-‘$1” IK&?,r) - K&Y)I < const ,x _ y In 4 J-51 I x _ y In+l-ti e-a’z-‘l~ c2.2*) t 
where a > 0 is the same constant as in Lemma 2.3 and the unspeci$ed constant 
is independent of x and y. 
Proof. For notational simplicity, we write 
That is, A, is the differential operator acting on the first argument 5 of 
Hk([, y) with its coefficients evaluated at X. With this in mind, we have 
K,((, y) - I&(x, y) = A,&([, y) - &H&, y) - WM~, Y) - H&y, Y)] 
= (A: - A,) H,(f, y) + (A, - A,mfk(5>Y) - f6hY)l 
+ (A, - W&(5, Y) - ffdx~ Y% (2.29) 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 and the Holder continuity of the coefficients 
in A that 
I(4 - 4 f&(tT,~)l < con9 I x - E P i,i Ix:y, )“‘(e+~’ 
< const I x - 6 j@ / x - y I--n e-alz-yl, 
(2.30) 
because / y - [ / >, 4 1 x - y I. Applying the same reasoning and the 
mean-value theorem in differential calculus, we find 
(2.31) 
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Finally, we observe that for x # y 
AYHk(X, y) = [u,(y)@/%) + 4Y) + @I Hk(X, Y). 
It follows from this and Lemma 2.3 that 
IVY - wCfJk(5~ Y) - f-0, Y)ll 
< con&{\ x - y j-n + 1 x - y j-n+l}J x - 5 j e-alz-yl (2.32) 
< const 1 .2’ - 5 ( ( x - y I-ne-alz--yl. 
Thus, the estimates in (2.28) now follow directly from (2.29) to (2.32). 
The next lemma was proved by Giraud in [8a, pp- 288-2911 and will 
be used in our proof of Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.5 (Giraud). For all a > Cl and for all p and 71 with Cl < p, 
0 < 7 and p + 7 < n, we have 
.c 1 x - 6 /u--n 1 5 - y ln-n exp{-a 1 x - [ 1 -a 1 E - y I} d< 
< const 1 x - y jUfn+ exp{--a 1 x - y I}. 
Derivation of estimates (2.5) and (2.6) for 1 01 1 = 2. Since Hk and L have 
essentially the same singular behavior, it is sufficient to determine the 
singularity of G - Hk . To do this, we choose dk to be an integral fraction 
of k so that 
G - Hk = (G - G,,) + (G,, - f&c) + . . . + (Glc--dk - GA + ( 6 - H,J. 
(2.33) 
Accordingly, to derive the estimates in (2.6), it suffices to show that each 
term on the right-hand of Eq. (2.33) satisfies similar estimates. 
First, consider G, - HI, . It was shown in [8] that 
DiGk(x, y) = D&*(X, y) f f J DiHk(x, E) &“‘(f, Y) A?, (2.34) 
m=1 
and the series on the right converges absolutely over Rn x Rn\A. Since 
(2.35) 
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an integer N can be so chosen that 
D,(G, - I&)(x, y) = 5 j Qf&(x> f) &‘% Y) dt 
V?$=l 
+ j j [w&(~~ EN &(5‘> 0fG Y> 4f dL 
(2.36) 
with f (5, y) continuous and bounded on Rn x R*. 
Consider the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.36). It is not 
difficult to verify (see also the proof of Lemma 3.1) that 
= s [DijffJ~, 5)l Kk(f, Y) dt - (l/n) &j(x) I&(X, Y> (2*37) 
for all x # y, where the integral on the right is taken in the sense of principal 
value. Clearly, 
1 Ajj(x) I&(x, y)] < const / x - y j”-% f~-~l~-yl on Rn x R”\A. (2.38) 
We show that on Rn x R”\\A 
1 j [DigI&, E)] Kk(t, y) df 1 < const I x - y IF-ne-alz-y10 (2.39) 
For x # y, let B = {x: / x - 6 1 < i / x - y I}. We write 
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and proceed to estimate I, for E = 1, 2, 3,4. By setting 
5 = (x - f)/l 32 -y I, e = (x -y)/] x -y j, 
we have from Lemma 2.3 that 
< const ] x - y JU-ne-als-ul, (2.41) 
where we have used the fact that j x - 5 / > 4 1 x - y I. Since Dij(Hk - L) 
is only weakly singular, we have 
1 I2 1 < const 
s 
1 1 
B 1 x- f p-l 1 E-y p-u e-“‘l/-c’ df 
, x _ y ju-ne-a’s-yl s “-“lz &0 < const 
,< const 
because l&y\ >&Ix 
/ x _ y jl+u-ne-alz-Yl (2.42) 
- y 1. Direct computation based on formula (2.2) 
ensures that as i x - f / + 0, 
1 D<jL(x, f) - D,jL(f, x)1 = 0( 1 x - f Iuwn)s 
It follows, in view of the fact that y - [ 1 > 4 1 x - y j and 5 is on B, that 




.< const ] s - y jUmne-als-yl YU-1 dr 
0 
< const i x - y /2U-nePalz-yl. (2.43) 
To estimate I4 , we recall [14] that DijL(f, x) has mean-value zero over all 
spheres centered at x. Hence, we may write 
14 = s, [D&f, 4lN6, Y) - W> r)l df. 
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Consequently, an application of Lemma 2.4 gives 
< const I x - y l”-ne-alz-yl. (244) 
Thus, the estimate in (2.39) is a direct consequence of (2.40) to (2.44). 
Similarly, for the 2nd term on the right-hand side of (2.36), we have 
Dj s [D,Hk(x, 5)l f$‘(6, Y) dt 
= 
s 
[D&&(S, y)] Kt’(5, y) dS - (l/n) 4(x) I‘?(% J’)> 
I Aij(x) K~)(x, y)/ < const 1 x - y 12u-%-+-*l. 
As before, we write 
s [D&(f, y)] I@‘(& y) d5 = II + .*. + I4 . 
The estimates of IU for 01 = 1, 2, 3, is completely similar to what has been 
shown above and it gives 
1 I, 1 < const / x -y j2u--n e-alz-lJI for a. = 1,2, 3. 
Because of the absolute convergence of the resulting integral, it is permissible 
to change the order of integration in I4 so as to obtain 
Thus, it follows from the estimates in (2.44) that 
I I4 1 < const 
s 
1 x - < 1u-n j 5 - y [~-%-a(l~-~l+lt-YI) & 
< const 1 x - y 12U-ne-a12-yl, 
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 2.5. Finally, an induction 
on the integer j shows that for j = 1,2 ,..., N, 
1 Dj j [D,IIk(x, [)I KF’(t,y) dc$ ( ~2 const 1 s - y ljU-7te-alz-vi (2.45) 
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and that 
1 Dj [ [DiH&, 01 f&(5, 5)f(5, Y) df d< 1 < const e-aJz-yl. (2.46) 
The results in (2.45) and (2.46) proved that on R x R”\A 
] Dij(Gk - H,)(x,y)j < const j x -y I@+ P’~~-~I, (2.47) 
where a > 0 is the same constant as that in Lemma 2.3. 
Returning to the representation of G - IZk in Eq. (2.33). By analyses 
similar to that applied to G, - Hk , we obtain from Eq. (2.25) that 
1 D,,(GkPd, - Gk)(x, y)i < const 1 .v -y 1’1--11 c~I~-?JI (2.48) 
over RTL x R’l\A. It should be said that in proving Lemma 2.4 we have 
used the fact that H,(x,y) has third derivatives in X, which are of order 
O(J x - y l-cn+l)) as ! N -y ( + 0. However, for G,(x, y), we have for all 
3 # y 
(A, - h2) G&c, y) = 0. 
Hence, if we replace HYC by G, in defining the kernel &,&x, y), then 
I[4 - (k - Ak)‘L] G,(&y) - [A, - (k - Ak)2] G,(x,y)~ 
= ! AW - AW’&, y) - G&G r)ll 
< const 1 x - 4 1 / ?c - y ilen e-a!a-V’, 
which is analogous to the assertion in Lemma 2.4. Thus, the estimate in 
(2.48) is, indeed, valid. 
Using the representation in Eq. (2.33) and applying the above analyses 
to each term on the right-hand side, we reach the conclusions in (2.5) and 
(2.6) in a finite number of steps. Theorem 2.2 is now established. 
3. ESTIMATES OF SCHAUDER'S TYPE 
We now apply the above results to derive Schauder-type estimates for 
the solutions u of the nonhomogeneous elliptic equation ,4u = -V in Rn. 
This will enable us to establish the existence uniqueness and regularity 
of the solutions to the initial-value problems for the pseudoparabolic partial 
differentia1 equations Au, f Bu = f in Section 4. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be the elliptic dzTerentiaZ operator in (2.1), which 
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satisjies Assumption A. Let G(x, y) be the principal fundamental solution of 
the equation Aw = 0. Then for allfunctions v in C”*n(Rn), 17 < p, the function 
u(x) = j G(x, Y> V(Y) dr (3.1) 
belongs to C2,n(Rn) and satisfies the equation 
Au = -v in Rn. (3.2) 
JIoreover, there is a positive constant depending on A and the dimension n 
such that for all v in COsn(R”). 
II u l/2,n < cona II v llO,n . (3.3) 
To establish the theorem, it is simple to apply the estimates in (2.4)-(2.6) 
to derive the estimates 
I f.4 lo < const I v lo 7 (3.4) 
Q44 = \ EW(X,Y)I V(Y) dy, I Diu 10 < const I v 10, (3.5) . 
where the constants depend only on A and n. Accordingly, we concentrate 
on the second derivatives of u. 
To establish the existence of the second derivatives of u, we shall use 
the fact that if f”(x) -+ f(x) uniformly and if Dif,,(x) exists for all v and 
Dif,,(x) converges uniformly as v -+ co, then Dif(x) exists and Dif,,(x) --f 
DJ(x) as Y -+ 00. 
LEMMA 3.1. For all v in C”*n(Ra), the function u dejned in (3.1) possesses 
second derivatives and they are given by the formulas, 
&U(X) = j [D&(x, ~11 V(Y) dy - (1 in> A&> v(x), (3.6) 
where the integral over R” is taken in the principal value sense. 
Proof. For every number p. > 0, we define 
%Xx; PO)= s PiG(x, ~11 V(Y) dy, 
R”\Ekw,,) 
where E(x, po) is the ellipsoid, 
-% ~0) = (Y: Y E R”, P(Y, Y - 4 < ~01. 
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Then ~~(x; ps) + D&CC) uniformly in x as p,, + 0. Denote by aE(x, p,,) 
the boundary of E(x, p,,). Then, the estimates in (2.4)-(2.6) ensure that 
for all p0 > 0, 
- 
s ED&+, ~91 V(Y) Xi(y) da, 9 (3.7) BE(Z*Po) 
where X,(y) is the ith component of the unit exterior normal to &??(x, pO) 
at y and do, stands for the area element at y on &!C(x, p,,). Thus, for all 
p0 > 0, D&x, pO) is a function defined on all of R”. If we can show that 
Diyj(x, pu) converges uniformly then, QP~(x, fo) --+ Q&9 as f. - 0. 
Accordingly, we investigate the limiting behaviors of the integrals in (3.7) 
as p. -+ 0. 
To this end, we apply the estimates in (2.4)-(2.6) and write 
D&(x; PO) = 1,(x; PO) - &(x; PO) - ux; PO), 
41(x; PO) = 1 Pi&, r)l V(Y) dY, 
R"\Ekwp) 
UK PO) = J PdG - MG Y) V(Y) WY> da,, 
mx.+J 
(3.8) 
It is well known [ll, p. 301 that as p. --t 0, 
m PO> -+ (l/4 Ai&) 4% (3.9) 
uniformly in R”. Since the kernel D,(G - L)(x, y) is subject to the estimates 
in (2.5) and (2.6) with 1 01 1 = 1, it follows that 
1,(x; po) -+ 0 uniformly as p. -+ 0. (3.10) 
Thus, to establish formula (3.7), it is sufficient to show that 1,(x; po) con- 
verges uniformly in x as p. --t 0. 
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To do this, we choose a fixed number p1 > p. and write 
4(x; PO) = 41(x, PI) +M~; PO 3 PI) +MT PO > PI)> 
Of course, the limiting behavior of 1,(x; po) as p. --f 0 depends only on 
that of I,, and IIs . Since the kernel of I,, is, in view of (2.5) and (2.6), only 
weakly singular, it follows that with fixed p1 
42(x; PO 9 PI) + J- PdG - LXX, r>l 4~) dy (3.12) 
E(X.D,) 
uniformly in Rn as p. + 0. For the integral II3 , we write 
+ 44 J W(Y> 41 Xi(y) 4,, 
m(w,)\E(a.P,)) 
where X(y) is the unit inward normal to LJ(E(x, pJ\E(x, po)). Note that 
the value of the last integral is zero, because its value over one ellipsoidal 
surface is equal to A&x) v(x),%, while it takes on the opposite value over 
the other. As for the first integral, we note from formula (2.2) and Holder 
continuity of v that the integrand is of order O(i x - y I”-“) as 1 x - y 1 + 0. 
Hence, as p. + 0, 
43(x; PO 9 PI) - J Wii% Y)I V(Y) - P&Y, 41 V(X)> dy (3.13) 
E(cGP1) 
uniformly in Iin. Now, the results in (3.8)-(3.13) assure us that 
R%(X, PO) - &4x> as p. -+ 0. 
The proof is now complete. 
We proceed to establish the boundedness of the second derivatives of u. 
More precisely, we establish 
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LEMMA 3.3. For all v in C”*n(Rn), the second derivatives of the function u 
defined in (3.1) are subject to the estimates, 
I D,P lo G const II v 110.1, 1 (3.14) 
where the colzrtant depends on A and n and is independent of v. 
Proof. We write formula (3.6) in a more convenient form, 
Diju(x) = JICxi PI) + Jdx; PI) + Jdx; PI) - (lln> Aidx) ‘tx) 
It follows from the estimates in (2.4)-(2.6) that by choosing pi large enough, * 
we have 
I JJY dlo G cow I v lo I Id.; fl)lo < const I v lo. (3.16) 
As for J3 , we write 
J&i ~1) = I& ~1) + I& PA 
I&; ~4 = -r,,, p ) [D&(X, Y)I[V(Y) - V(X)] 4, 
* 1 
I& ~1) = s P,P%, Y) - D&Y> 41$4 dyr, 
E(I,D,) 
so as to obtain the estimates 
I Id.; dlo < const I 8 /o,li I Id-; m)lo G cow I TJ lo a (3.17) 
By combining the estimates in (3.16) and (3.17) with formula (3.15), we 
obtain the desired estimates in (3.14). 
Proof of Theorem 3. I. First, we observe that formula (3.15) and the fact 
that A,G(x, y) = 0, aij(x) D,,L(y, X) = 0 for x # y assure us that Eq. (3.2) 
is satisfied in Rn. In view of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, it is sufficient to show 
that Diju is uniformly Hiilder continuous in R” with exponent 7 < p. 
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To do this, we further observe that this is essentially a local problem. More 
precisely, we need only show that 
sup I a$44 - m4Y)l < cona IIv //o.~ > 
ICE--VI4 IX-Yl” 
(3.18) 
where the constant is independent of v and x. 
Since u is a pointwise solution of the equation Au = -v in R” and since 
v belongs to CO*n(R”), estimate (3.18) is assured by the well-known Schauder 
estimates for every fixed x. However, it must be verified that the constant 
in (3.18) can be so chosen that it is independent of x. But, this question 
has been answered in an elementary way by Hopf [lo]. Although, in the 
statement of his regularity theorem [lo, Theorem 3, p. 2101, the continuity 
of Diju has been assumed, his proof only requires that D+ be bounded 
and measurable so that his integral representation for u and hence Dtiu 
makes sense (see also [I, Appendix 41). Now Dfju are all bounded over R”. 
As the limits of the difference quotients which are continuous functions, 
Diju are also measurable. Hence, Hopf’s estimates are, indeed, applicable. 
A detailed examination of his proof shows that all the constants involved 
in his estimates can be chosen to be independent of x. Thus, the estimates 
in (3.18) hold. The theorem is now established. 
In passing, we emphasize that the restriction p < 1 is essential for Hopf’s 
estimates and that 77 < p is the best possible estimate one can expect. 
Remark 3.4. As a partial converse to Theorem 3.1, one easily verifies 
that if u(x) belongs to Czsn(Rn), 71 ,< CL, and if it satisjies Eq. (3.2) with 
v E C”sv(Rn), then it is necessarily given by formula (3.1) (see also [ll , 
Theorem 20, III, p. 711). This fact implies that ;f v belongs to C”sU(Rn), 
then Eq. (3.2) has a unique solution in C~.J‘(R”) and it is given by formula (3.1). 
We proceed to establish the regularity of the solution u under further 
restrictions on the coefficients of A and on the nonhomogeneous term V. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that in addition to Assumption A, the coeficients 
of A belong to Ck,u(Rn), 0 < p < 1 and 0 < k < 03. Let G(x,y) be the 
principal fundamentaz solution of Aw = 0. The-n, for aZZ v in CE*q(Rn), 
O<~<~aandO<k< oo,thefunction 
44 = s G(x> Y) V(Y) dr 
belongs to Ck+2-q(RW) and 
(3.19) 
where the constant is independent of v. 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.1, u belongs to C2*~(Rn) and Au = -v in Rn. 
For all h E R” with 1 h / # 0, let 
Then, Au = -v in Rn implies that 
A,+,u*(x) = -Ashu(.x) - v”(x) in R”. (3.20) 
Denote by 7h the translation operator such that for all functions f defined 
on R”. 
(Thf )(d = f 6 - ‘1 for all x in R”. 
Since for any functions f and g defined on A”, their pointwise product 
f(x) g(x) is also a function defined on Rn, it is easily seen that the formula 
tTh(fg)@) =f cx - ‘1 dx - h, = (‘%f )(Th&%x), (3.21) 
holds. Since the operator A,,, satisfies all the conditions in Assumption A, 
there is a unique principal fundamental solution G(x, y) corresponding to it 
and 
&+h~(X,Y) = 0 for x # y. (3.22) 
Applying the translation operator to this equation and making use of the 
identity in (3.21), we find 
A$(x - h, y) = 0 for x -h # y. (3.23) 
On the other hand, the principal fundamental solution G(x, y) corresponding 
to A, satisfies the equation 
U%Y) = 0 for x # y. (3.24) 
Hence, we conclude from (3.23) and (3.24) and the uniqueness of the principal 
fundamental solution that for all h E R* with 1 h 1 f 0 
G:(x - h, Y) = G(x, Y). 
By applying the operator 7-h to the both sides, we get 
(T-h@(x - k Y) = G:(X, Y) = G(x i- k Y) = bG)(X, Y). (3.25) 
505/23/I-10 
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By Theorem 3.1, the right-hand side in Eq. (3.20) is Holder continuous 
in Rn with exponent 7. According to Remark 3.4, for all h # 0, the solution 
u”(x) of Eq. (3.20) is given by 
~“(4 = s &G Y&%WY) + @(Y)I dy 
(3.26) 
= s ‘3~ + ~,Y)L%,~~(Y) i @(r>l dy 
for all x in R”, where the second equality sign follows from formula (3.25). 
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 3.5 for k = 1. For simplicity, 
we choose h = (6, O,..., 0). As the unique solution of the equation Au = -v 
in Rn, all the first derivatives of u are continuous and bounded in Rn. It 
follows from the mean-value theorem in differential calculus that as 6 -+ 0 
dyx) + au(x)/ax, uniformly in R”. (3.27) 
To show that the last integral in (3.26) converges uniformly in Rn as 6 -+ 0, 
we introduce the function 
u(x + k, h) = s G(.z + k,~)[A,~u(y) + @(r>l dy, (3.28) 
which depends upon the two parameters h and k separately. Now, for all 
6 f 0, U(x + k, h) is defined for all x + k E R”. In fact for fixed 6 # 0, 
U(x + k, h), as a function of x + k, belongs to C2*n(R”). Since v E C1sn(Rn) 
and u E C2,~(Rn), the mean value theorem ensures that as 6 ---f 0 
v”(.) - -&- W*) --f 0 , A,%J(.) - (&A) 4.) lo + 0, (3.29) 
10 
where aA/ax, stands for the second-order differential operator obtained 
from A by applying a/&c, to each of its coefficients. Similar notation will 
also be used for high-order derivatives of A. Since the principal fundamental 
solution G(x, y) generates an integral operator for which the estimate in 
(3.4) holds, it follows from (3.29) that U(x + k, h) can be defined by con- 
tinuity at h = 0 and that 
u(x + k 0) = j- ‘3~ + k, y) [ (& A) 4~) - & V(Y)] 4’. 
This reasoning also proves that uniformly with respect to x + k, U(x + k, h) 
is continuous in h when 6 varies in a finite interval J containing the origin. 
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On the other hand, for all 6 E J, 
a UC., A) 1 
8x1 0 
G I A,hu(*) + v”(*)lo s;p j j Y&- G(x + k, y) dy IO 
:G const 1 Avhu(*) + vh(.)lo < const 
which is independent of 6 E J. Thus, we have proved that for every fixed 
x E Rn, U(x + k, h) is continuous in each of the two parameters h and k 
uniformly with respect to the other parameter. Hence, 
iii uyx!> = iii U(x + h, h) 
= lii U(x + h, 0) 
= j G(x,y) [(&A) u(y) +&V(Y)] dY. (3.30) 
Finally, it follows from (3.27) and (3.30) that 
-t?- u(x) = j G(x, y) [(+ A) U(Y) + + v(Y)] dY- 
ax1 
(3.31) 
Needless to say, similar formulas hold for all other first partial derivatives 
of u. The estimates in (3.19) with k = 1 is now proved. 
The general case is now proved by induction. Assume that (3.19) is true 
for k = j - 1 so that u E Cj+l,v(Rn). F or all multi-index /3 with 1 /I 1 = 
j - 1, we apply the operator D, fr to the equation Au = -v to obtain 
Dz6(Au) = -D,%, IpI =j-1. 
Expanding the left-hand side by Leibnitz’s rule, we arrive at 
A(Dz+4 = -a;B (i) (D/A)(DB,-“u) - D;v s v(x), 
where 
0 
P3 8! _ fq! .** fl,! 
01 /3!(/3 - a)! - a,! *.. cd,!@, - al)! *** (fin - a,)! . 
By the induction hypothesis and by the assumptions on the operator A 
and the function v, the function V(X) belongs to C”*n(Rn). It follows from 
the uniqueness of the solution to such an equation that 
Dz'%) = j G@,Y) V(Y) dye 
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Hence, Theorem 3.1 ensures that 
which means that 
II ~(.)ll~+~,~ G cona II v Lq . 
The proof of Theorem 3.5 is now complete. The induction process is ter- 
minated at / B 1 = K, because the coefficients of A lack derivatives of order 
higher than k. 
In the next section, we shall let the operator A depend on a parameter t, 
--co < t < co. That is. 
AU ES u,j(t, X) & (3.32) 
z 3 
However, we shall assume that it satisfies 
ASSUMPTION A*. (i) Uniformly with respect to t and X, all the coefficients 
of A are Holder-continuous with the same exponent ,LL, 0 < TV < 1. 
Moreover, the functions 
II 44 *)llo,Li 9 II 49 ~)llo.u 7 II %(~~ *)llo,u 
are continuous and bounded for all t in R. 
(ii) A is uniformly elliptic in R x R”, i.e., there are positive constants 
X and /1 such that for all real 4 in R”, 
A I 5 i2 < Uij(4 4 c-i& < 24 I E I2 (t, x) E R x R”. 
(iii) Sup u,(t, ,x) over R x R” is less than a negative constant. 
In passing, we note that for every fixed t E R, there is a principal funda- 
mental solution G(t; x, y) corresponding to the operator A. Moreover, 
G(t; X, y) has the same asymptotic and singular behavior as stated in 
Theorem 2.2. In fact, for every t in R, the estimates in (2.4)-(2.6) hold 
with the constant independent of t. With these facts in mind, the following 
theorem can be proved in the same way as that for Theorems 3.1 and 3.5. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be the d$erential operator in (3.32) satisfying 
Assumption A * and let G(t; x, y) be the corresponding principal solution. 
Then, for every v: R + C‘J~‘V,R*), 0 < 7 ,( CL, the function 
u(t, x) = -(A-la)(t, x) = 1 G(t; x, y) v(y) dy, (3.33) 
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as a junction of x, belongs to C2~~(Rn) for all t in R and satisjies the equation 
Au = -v in R x Rn. Moreover, 
II u(t, .>l12,, = II A-‘$4 *)112,, < cons jl v hn , (3.34) 
where the constant can be chosen to be independent of v and t. If, in addition 
to Assumption A*, all the coe$&nts of A belong to Ck*u(R”), 0 < p < I 
and 0 < K < 00, the-n u(t, x), as a junction of x, belongs to Ck+2*n(Rn) 
0 < 7 < p, and the estimates in (3.19) still hold with the constant independent 
of t, provided v E Ck*~(Rn). 
4. THE INITIAL-VALUE PROBLEM 
Let A and B be the differential operators defined respectively in (3.32) 
and in 
Bu = b&, x) & + W, 4 g + bo(t, x)u. (4-I) 
z 3 z 
It will be assumed that Assumption A* is satisfied by A and that B satisfies 
ASSUMPTION B. Uniformly with respect to t and x, the coefficients 
in B are all Holder-continuous in x with the same exponent CL, 0 < p < 1. 
Moreover, the functions 
II hdt, .N,,u. 7 II W N,,u , 
are continuous and bounded for all t in R. 
Let ua be a given function in C2*fl(R”), 0 < 77 < t.~ and letfi R -+ C”*n(Rn) 
be a given map such that I/ j(t, .)llo,a is continuous and bounded. Our problem 
is to find a junction u: R + C2*n(Rn) such that for all t in R, u(t, *) is strongly 
continuously differentiable; i.e., I/ u,(t, .)I/,,, is continuous for all t in R, the 
equation 
Lu = A(a/at)u + Bu = j (4.2) 
holds in CO*q(Rn), and the initial condition 
is satis$ed. 
II u(t, .I - Uo(.)/12,n - 0 as t--+0 (4.3) 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that Assumptions A* and B are, respectively 
satis$ed by the operators A and B. Suppose also that the given functions f 
and uO satisfy the conditions stated above. Then problem (4.2) and (4.3) has a 
unique solution. 
Proof. Assume, for the moment, that such a solution exists. Then, 
for every t in R, both u and ut , as functions of X, belong to C2*“(Rn). Let 
A-l be the integral operator defined in (3.33). Applying A-l to (4.2) on 
the left gives 
u,(t, .) = A-l[f(t, .) - Bu(t, .)] in C2*n(R”) (4.4) 
for all t in R. Integrating further with respect to t, which is permissible, 
we obtain that for all t in R, 
u(t, -) = uo(-) + j-’ [A,‘f(a, *) - A,lB,u(a)] da 
0 
(4.5) 
in On(R”). Here, as well as in what follows, we denote by A;l, B, the 
operators A-l and B evaluated at time t. 
Conversely, if u: R + C 2,n R” is a strongly continuous map and if it ( ) 
satisfies the integro-differential equation in (4.5), then it is a solution of the 
initial-value problem (4.2) and (4.3). In fact, the initial condition is clearly 
satisfied. We derive the equation in (4.4) from Eq. (4.5) by differentiation 
in t and then obtain (4.2) by applying the operator A to (4.4). Thus, to 
establish the existence it is sufficient to solve problem (4.5). 
It turns out that (4.5) can be solved by Picard’s method of successive 
approximation. To prove this we first establish 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A be the dayerential operator in (3.32) satisfying Assump- 
tion A* and let A-l be the integral operator dejked in (3.33). Iff: R + C”*n(Rn) 
is such that I/f (t, .)[io,, is continuous and bounded, then A-l> R +‘C2*n(Rn) 
is also continuous and bounded. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5, as a function of X, 
(A-lf)(t, *) = -f G(t, .,Y)f(t> Y) dr 
belongs to C2*n(R”) for all t in R and 
‘I A-If (4 e)l12,,, < cow llf (t, .)llo,,l  
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where the constant is independent offand t. Hence, [j AFf(t, *)l[s,n is bounded 
if ljf(t, .)jj,,, is. As for the continuity of 11 A-lf(t, .)jian , we write 
Wlf)(t + h, 4 - (Pf)(t, xl 
= -j G(t f h; XT rNf(t + h7 Y) - f(c Y)l dY 
- [G(t$h;x,y 
s 
- qt, x, y - G(t, x, r)l f(4 Y) dY 
= 11 + I, . 
Since ILOt, *)llo,n is continuous and the estimates in (2.4)-(2.6) hold uni- 
formly in t, it follows at once that 
II 4 L,., < const ~if(t + k *) -f(4 .)h, 
which goes to zero as h -+ 0. To estimate 1a , we note that for fixed numbers 
h, s, and t in R, 
~t+7LGLm~ *I = f(S, -1, &m(s, -1 = f(S, *> 
in Co,q(Rn). Hence, simple computation shows that for fixed h, s and t 
4,&Gh - #)f(s, *I = -(4+7z - 4 &lf(s> *> 
in Co-n(R”). It follows from Theorem 3.5 and the uniqueness of the solution 
of the above equation that for fixed k, s and t, 
(A& - A,l)f(s, *) == -A&(At+h - A,) &lf(s, *) 
is in C2sn(Ra). In particular, we may set s = t to obtain 
4 = s G(t +kh*, 4)(At+n - t 4 j G(c f,~)f(f,~) dyl dS. 
Hence, two applications of the estimates in Theorem 3.5 give that 
II I2 l/2.v < cona W+h - 4 il j G(t; .> Y>.% Y) dr j/O,n 
< const c(h) /I $ G(t; *) y>f(t, Y) dy Ii2 R 
G const 44 II f(4 ~)II~.~ , 
where c(h) goes to zero as h -+ 0. The lemma is now proved. 
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Completion of the proof of Theorem 4.1. Theorem 3.5 states that for all 
values of t, A;‘: C”sn(P) + C 2.n Rn) ( is bounded and that the operator 
norm Ij AK Ij is bounded by a constant independent of t. Let 
Let C, be a positive number which bounds the absolute values of the coef- 
ficients in B for all (t, x) E R x R”. Now, for every t in R, we define 
(4.7) 
In fact, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that the map g: R + C2*a(R”) is strongly 
and continuously differentiable and that 
II& ->llz.a < Co + s,‘*’ II A,%(u, +>llz.n d I 0 I 
<cO+cAcfItI* (4.8) 
For every such map g, we can define the integro-differential operator T 
by the formula 
Tg(t, .) = s,t A,lB,,g(u, *) da. w9 
In fact, Tg has the same property as g and we have from (4.6) and (4.8) that 
II T’dt, *)112.11 < s,“’ C/&B II do, -)l12., d I 0 I (4.10) 
< CACB s 
ItI 
(Co + CAC, I 0 I) d I 0 I 
0 
= cOcAcB 1 t 1 + (cf/cB)(cAcB)z(l t 12/29. 
By differentiating Eq. (4.9) with respect to t, we obtain analogous estimates 
for a(Tg)/&. Thus, Tg: R --t C2,“(Rn) is also strongly and continuously 
differentiable. Accordingly, the formula, 
T”g(t, 0) ES T(TY-lg)(t, .) v = 2, 3,..., 
defines inductively the vth iterated operator TV. Moreover, by induction 
on v, we easily derive the estimates 
1) T’g(t, -)112*, < co (cAc;lI t I)’ + 2 ‘“;7; ;;,,l v = 2, 3... . (4.11) 
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Now, in terms of the definitions for g in (4.7) and that for T in (4.9), 
Eq. (4.5) can be rewritten as 
u(t, *) = g(t, *) - Tu(t, 0). (4.5’) 
Consequently, applying Picard’s iterative scheme to Eq. (4.5’) and starting 
with g(t, a) as the initial trial function, we obtain the formal series, 
~(4 *> = g(t, .) + f (-l)YT”g(t, *), (4.12) 
"=l 
for the solution u(t, *). Since the estimates in (4.10) and (4.11) assure us 
that for all t in R 
= (G + G/CB) exp{CACB I t I> - G/CB. (4.13) 
This proves that the series in (4.12) defines a function u(t, .), which, as a 
function of X, belongs to Czs”(Ri”) for all t in R. By standard arguments, 
one verifies that u(t, *) so defined is a solution of Eq. (4.5’) and hence a 
solution of the initial-value problem (4.2) and (4.3). The existence problem 
is now solved. 
For the uniqueness of the solution, we note that if w(t, .) is the difference 
of any two solutions, then jl ~(0, .)~12,? = 0. Since 
we have, for all numbers E > 0, 
I(d,‘dt) II w(t, *)l12,v I < E + C,,CB II w(t, *>llz.o 9 
which can be written as 
-dt < d II w(t, .h.n 
6 + C‘4CB IIw(t, *>112.1; d dt* 
Integrating these inequalities from 0 to t, we find 
0 < I/ w(ty *)liZ,n < (cAcB>-l dexdCACBt) - 11, 
Thus, we conclude from the arbitrariness of E that II w(t, *)jlz,s vanishes 
identically. The theorem is now established. 
Remark 4.3. Since the initial instant can be chosen arbitrarily, t = 0. 
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Theorem 4.1 also states that if the restriction of the solution u(t, X) of Eq. (4.2) 
to any instant t, belongs to C?‘(P), then u(t, x), as a function of X, belongs 
to C”*‘(P) for all other times. A simple example shows that the solution 
of the initial-value problem (4.2) and (4.3) is just as smooth in the space 
variables as the initial data but no more. This is so, even if the coefficients 
in A and B are constants and f is identically equal to zero. 
Remark 4.4. The series representation in (4.12) for the solution u(t, X) 
is valid both for the positive and the negative values of t. In particular, 
u(t, .) is strongly and continuously differentiable at t = 0. Thus, for pseudo- 
parabolic partial differential equations, there is no need to distinguish 
“forward” and “backward” problems, although the asymptotic behaviors 
of the solution as t + ho0 may be different. 
Remark 4.5. Suppose that both the function f and all the coefficients 
in A and B are independent of t; then formula (4.12) reduces to 
U(t, *) = e--tA-1+o + e-(t-o)A-‘B &,] A-y, (4.14) 
where the exponential of the bounded linear operator A-lB on C2*n(R”) 
is defined by 
exp{-tA-lB} = 5 (-tA-lB)“/v!. 
V=O 
This shows that the solution u(t, x), as a function oft with values in C2*n(Rn), 
is analytic in t. 
Although the inverse of a pseudoparabolic differential operator has no 
smoothing property, it is natural to ask the question whether it preserves 
the smoothness in the space variables of the initial data. As an answer to 
this question, we have 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that in addition to Assumptions A* and B, the 
coe$icients in A and B and the functions f are bounded continuous maps: 
R + Ck*u(Rn), 0 < k < co and 0 < p < 1. Then the solution u(t, .) of 
problem (4.2) and (4.3) is a strongly and continuously da#iientiable map: 
R - Ck+B*n(Rn), provided u. belongs to Ck+2*n(Rn), 0 < 7 < p. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.6, if the coefficients in A, as functions of x, satisfy 
the additional smoothness assumptions, then for every fixed t in R, A;‘: 
Ck*n(Rn) + Ck+2~q(Rn) is a bounded linear map. Moreover 
CA’ = sup [I A,lIj 
t 
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is finite. Since C,’ = sup \lf(t, s)(/~,~ over R is assumed to be finite, we have, 
for the function g defined in (4.7), that 
II& -)lia+z,n G Co’ + CA’Cf’ I t 1, (4.15) 
where C,’ = I/ uO //k+a,ti . Since the /I . I/,,,-norms of the coefficients in B 
are bounded by a constant C,’ for all time t, we have, for the function Tg 
defined in (4.9), the similar estimates 
Ii T’ llk+m \ < C,,‘CA’CB’ 1 t 1 + (C,‘K’B’)(CA’CB’)2(I t j2/2!). (4.16) 
Similarly to (4.11), we now have 
!I T”g(t, -llk+2.n G co’ (CA’G I t I)” 
C,’ (CA’C, I t I)vi-l 
I v. + c, 
A (v + l)! 
for v = 2, 3,... . (4.17) 
Since u(t, X) is given by formula (4.12), it follows from (4.15)-(4.17) 
that analogously to (4.13), 
Ii 44 .>I1 k+2,n < (Co’ + C,l/C,‘) exp{CA’CB’ I t I} - CijC,‘. 
The proof is now complete. 
Remark 4.7. Suppose that the coefficients in A and B and the function f, 
as functions of X, belong to the space S(R”) of rapidly decreasing functions. 
Then, it is not difficult to show that the solution u(t, x) of problem (4.2) 
and (4.3), as a function of X, belongs to S(R”) for all t in Rn, provided its 
restriction to any instant t, has this property. However, u(t, x) does not 
have compact support in Rn at any other instant even if its initial data vanish 
outside a bounded set. 
Remark 4.8. For k > 2, the constants CA’, C,’ and G,’ defined in the 
proof of Theorem 4.6 are, in general, greater than C, , C, and Gf defined 
in the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
The initial-value problem considered above may be regarded as a crude 
model of the cooling process of a planet. Since the two-temperature theory 
of heat conduction is a refined version of Fourier’s law, it is interesting 
to know whether the solutions of pseudoparabolic equations also decay 
expontially to zero as t ---f co. It turns out that the asymptotic behavior 
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of the solution is related to the smallest eigenvalues of the operators A 
and B. Accordingly, we assume that both A and B are elliptic in the space 
variables and that they are formally adjoint with time independent coef- 
ficients, i.e., 
Au, = (a/axi>[a,l(~)(a/ax,)u,l + ao(+t , (5.1) 
Bu = (a/ax,)[b,j(x)(a/ax,)u] + b,(x)u. (5.9 
Thus, we are led to considering the pointwise solution of the equations, 
Au, + Bu = 0 in R x R”, (5.3) 
40,x) = uo(x) in R”. (5.4) 
In view of the preceding results, we now lay down 
ASSUMPTION C. (i) For some constant p, 0 < p < 1, +(x) and &(x), 
i,j = l,..., n, belong to Cl+(R”), aa and b,(x) belong to CO*u(R”); (ii) 
both so(x) and b,(x) are less than a strictly negative constant; (iii) the matrices 
(a,j(x>> and (Ux)) are real symmetric and their smallest eigenvalues are 
greater than a positive constant. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that all the conditions in Assumption C hold and 
that u(t, x) is a pointwise soZution of the equations in (5.3) and (5.4). If uo(x) 
belongs to C2#n(Rn) n W2s2(Rn), 0 < 7 < p, then there exists a positive 
constant c depending only on A and B such that for all t > 0 
/I u(t, *>I12., G const II u. /12.n expi-4, 
where the unspecified constant is independent of u,, . 
(5.5) 
Remark 5.2. As was shown above, if u. belongs to C2*n(Rn), so does 
the solution u(t, .) as a function of x for all time t. However, it is not known 
to us, without further restriction on the asymptotic behavior of u(t, x) 
as 1 x / -+ co, whether the estimates in (5.5) still hold. On the other hand, 
it was proved in [16] that if u. lies in W2*p(R”), the space of functions with 
distribution derivatives of order <2 belonging to LP(R”), 1 < p < 03, 
then u(t, x), as a function of x, belongs to W2*p(R”) for all time t. Thus, 
the restrictions on the initial data u. are not too restrictive. In fact, they 
ensure that u(t, x), as a function of x, also belongs to C2sn(R”) n W2e2(R”) 
for all time. Consequently, under this circumstance, problem (5.3) and (5.4) 
describes a cooling process, because there is no heat supply. 
The problem so formulated is quite similar to the one considered in [18]. 
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Accordingly, we shall refer to [ 181 for the details whenever the same reasoning 
given there can be applied. 
As was done in [18], if we put 7 = t/k, then ~(7, X) G u(t/lz, X) satisfies 
the equation Au, + kBu = 0. We can choose the positive number k so 
that (i) kB - A is uniformly elliptic in R” and (ii) Rb, - a, is strictly less 
than a negative constant. It is here we have used the condition (iii) in 
Assumption C. For notational simplicity, we simply assume that B - A 
is uniformly elliptic in Rn and that b,(x) - a,,(x) is less than a strictly negative 
constant. 
Since the coefficients in A and B are all time independent and f = 0, 
the representation formula (4.14) reduces to 
u(t, .) = [exp{--tA-lB}] uo(.) in Pan n Wzs2(R”) (5.6) 
for all t in R, where 
exp{--tA-lB} = f (-tA-lB)Y/V!. 
V=O 
(5.7) 
Since the operators A and B satisfy Assumption C, Theorem 3.1 in Section 3 
and [16, Theorem 3.11 ensure that 
il A-lB I/ = max@upCII A-lBf Lllf l12,,J, sup[ll A-IBf l~w2.2/11f ll~c2.213 
is finite. That is, A-1B is a bounded linear operator mapping C2*n(Rn) n 
W2s2(R”) into itself. It follows from this fact and formula (5.6) that for all t 
in R 
(1 u(t, -)jli,7j < eltlllA-‘BII 11 u. l/2,n . (5.8) 
Formula (5.6) also shows that as a map, R + C2,n n W2s2, u(t, .) is analytic 
in t for all t in R. In particular, 
u,(t, .) = -[A-lB exp{--tA-lB}]u, in C2*n(R”) n W2v2(R”). 
This formula shows that, for all t in R, 
II 44 *k,, < II A-‘B II eftlllA-lBII /I u.l12,n . (5.9) 
Thus, we conclude from (5.8) and (5.9) that there exists a positive number 
ho < jl A-lB /j such that the functions 
II u(C .) .++ l12.n j II u& a> eeAot l12.tl (5.10) 
are bounded for all t > 0. 
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Denote by w(y, X) the Laplace transform of u(t, X) in the time variable t. 
Then, for all x in R”, w(y, x) exists and is holomorphic in the half-plane 
Re y > A, . Moreover, for all y with Re y > A, , w(y, *) belongs to C2*n n 
W2*2(R”) and it satisfies the equation 
(YA + B) W(Y, x) = Au,(x) in CO(R”) n L2(R”) (5.11) 
for all y with Re y 3 A0 . 
For our purpose, we wish to continue the holomorphic function w(y, .) 
as far as possible to the left of the half-plane Re y > A0 . To this end, we 
consider the largest right half y-plane, in which Eq. (5.11) has a unique 
solution. 
LEMMA 5.3. For all values of y with Re y > -1, Eq. (5.11) has a unique 
solution w(y, x), as a function of x, belongs to C2s”(Rn) n W2~2(Rn) for all y 
and, as a function of y, is holomorphic there. 
Proof. Since .4-l is a bounded linear operator mapping Co,” n L2(Rn) 
into C2+n n W2s2, if there exists a function W(y, x) which as a function 
of x belongs to C2*v n W’2*2 and satisfies Eq. (5.11), then by applying A-l 
on the left, Eq. (5.11) can be written as 
W(Y, 4 = (1 ir) uo(x) - (l/r) A-lBW(Y, 4 (5.12) 
in C2sa(R”) n W2s2(RTl). Conversely, if w(y, x) is a solution of (5.12), then 
it is also a solution of (5.11). 
Since A-lB is a bounded linear operator mapping C2,~ n W2s2 into itself, 
we can choose, for -1 < Re y < A, , a positive constant B, so large that 
for all y with 1 Im y 1 3 B, , 
II A-lB Ii/l Y I < 1. (5.13) 
Consequently, for all y with 1 Im y i 3 B, , Eq. (5.12) has a solution in 
C2,fl n W2*2. This solution can be constructed by Picard’s iterative scheme 
starting with uo/y as the initial trial function. 
Next, we show that Eq. (5.11) has a solution if / Im y I is sufficiently 
small. To this end, we put y = h + i/3. If /3 = 0, then for all A, --I < A < A, , 
the differential operator XA + B is uniformly elliptic with ha,(x) + b,(x) < 0. 
Hence, the equation ()IA + B)u = 0 has a unique PFS. So Eq. (5.11) is 
uniquely solvable if /3 = 0. Moreover, this shows that for -1 < X < A, , 
the inverse operator @A + B)-l exists and it is a bounded linear operator 
mapping Co*” n L’ into C 2,n n W2s2. Consequently, there is a number 
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6 > 0 such that for all 1 /3 1 < 6, /j ,G(hA + B)-lA 11 < 1 relative to /I . iiarr 
and /i . liw2,2 norm. Thus, we can write Eq. (5.11) in the form: 
W(y, .) = (AA + B)-1 Au, - @(AA + B)-1 AW(y, -) in C237i n W222 
(5.14) 
Again, we can solve (5.14) by Picard’s iterative scheme with (/\A + B)-l Au, 
as the initial trial function provided / p j < 6. 
Finally, we show that Eq. (5.11) has a solution for --I < h < X, and 
6 < j b / < B, . To do this, we put W(y, X) = #(r, X) + +(y, X) and write 
Eq. (5.11) as a system of two equations, 
(AA + B)$ - PA+ = Au,, PA+ + @A + B)# = 0. (5.15) 
Since (/\A + B)-l exists, this system is eqzkz~alent to 
c-JIlr=f, J4 + # = 0, (5.15’) 
where J z /3(L4 + B)-IA and f = (hA + B)-lAu, . We assert that for 
all u0 in C2,n n W2p2, the functions, 
4 = (1 + J”>-% # = -J(l + J”>-% 
are well defined and that they belong to C2,n n W2,2 and satisfy system 
(5.15’). 
To prove the last assertion, we first note that J is a bounded linear operator 
mapping Gasn n W2*2 into itself. So is the operator 1 + J”. Accordingly, 
f belongs to C2,2 n W2s2, if u,, does. Next, we show that 1 + J” has a single- 
valued inverse (1 + J2)-‘. That is, 
(1 + J”)v = 0, (5.17) 
if, and only if, z, = 0 in C2,n n W2s2. Of course, only the “only if” part 
has to be proved. By applying p-‘(/\iz + B) to Eq. (5.17) on the left, we find 
/F(/\A + B)v $ Ap(XA + B)-IAu = 0. 
Multiplying it by v and integrating over R”, we get 
jF((/\A + B)v, v) + (A&A + B)-IAv, v) = 0, (5.18) 
where (., .) stands for the L2-inner product. Since hA + B is uniformly 
elliptic and formally self-adjoint and ha,(x) + b,(x) < 0 for -1 < X < h, , 
an integration by parts shows that 
(@A + Bh 4 < 0 (5.19) 
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and that the equality sign holds only when v = 0 in C’amn W2*2. For the 
second term in (5.19 integrating by parts gives 
(A(hA + B)-lAu, v) = ((AA + B)-lAV, Av), (5.20) 
because A is formally self-adjoint. Now, for a given v in C2*” n W2v2, let u 
be the unique solution of the equation, 
(AA + B)” = -An in C”*a(Rn) n W2,2(Rn). (5.21) 
That is, u = -(AA + B)-lAv. Multiplying (5.21) by u and integrating, 
we get 
(u, (AA + B)u) = -(u, Av) = ((AA + B)-1Aq Aw), 
which shows that the value of the inner products in (5.20) is also nonpositive. 
Thus, Eq. (5.18) and hence Eq. (5.17) hold, only when v = 0 in C2,n n W2.2. 
This completes our proof that (1 + J2)-l exists and it maps C2,n n W2,2 
into itself. 
To complete our proof of the assertion in (5.16), we observe that the 
domain of (1 + J2)-’ is not just the range of (1 + J”) but the whole space 
C2*v n W2s2. That is to say, the bounded linear operator (1 + J”) maps, 
in a one-to-one way, C2*n n W2e2 onto itself. To see this, we first note that 
both the differential operator A and the differential operator AA + B, 
-1 < h < A,, have their PFS. This implies that the equation Ju = v 
has a unique solution u in C 2*n n W2p2 for arbitrarily given v in C2*n n W2*2. 
In fact, the unique solution u is given by the formula, u = A-l(XA + B)u. 
Hence, as a map of C 2,n n W2s2 into itself, the bounded linear operator J 
is one-to-one and onto. So is the operator J2. If the range of (1 + J”) should 
be a proper subspace of C 2*n n W2s2, then the homogeneous equation, 
(1 + J2)u = 0, would have a nontrivial solution. Since this is not the case 
the bounded linear operator (1 + I”)-’ is defined on all of C2,n n W2-2 and 
(1 + J2)( 1 + Jz)-l = 1, the identity operator on C2*n n W2v2. 
It is now clear that for all u. in C 2.n n W2,2, the functions 4 and # are 
well defined by the formulas in (5.16) and they belong to C2*n n W2s2. 
It is now a simple algebra to verify that 4 and 4 satisfy system (5.15’) and 
hence system (5.15). 
We have now established the existence of a solution to Eq. (5.11) for all y 
with -1 < Re y < A0 . To prove the uniqueness, it suffices to show that 
the homogeneous equation, 
(rA -+- B) w(y, x) = 0 in Co+9 n L2, (5.22) 
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has only the trivial solution. Again, we write w = 4 + i#. By multiplying 
(5.22) by a G 4 - ill, and then integrating over R”, we find 
Since XA + B and A are uniformly elliptic .and formally selfadjoint and since 
ha,(x) + b,(x) < 0 and a,(x) < 0, the equations in (5.23) hold, if, and only if, 
4 and # are identically equal to zero. 
Finally, for the analytically of w(y, X) in y with Re y >, -1, we simply 
note the well-known fact that the resolvent, (y + A-lB)-l, is holomorphic 
in the half-plane Re y >, -1. Consequently, the function, 
W(Y, 4 = (Y + A-W1 u,,(x), 
is holomorphic in y for Re y 2 - 1. The lemma is now proved. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let w(y, X) be the unique solution of Eq. (5.11) 
with Rey 3 -1. From (5.12) and (5.13), we see that for sufficiently large 
IY I? 
II W(Y, ->112,, G const II u. IM Y I- 
In particular, for - 1 < h = Re y < /1, , we have 
II w(r, .)ll2,, = W/l B I) as I/3l--+co. (5.24) 
Let N be a positive number and let 
Wl(Y, 4 = 4% 4 for I P I < N Wl(Y, x) = 0 for IB I 3 N, 
w2h 4 = w(n 4 - Wl(Y, 4. 
Then for every fixed x in Rn and for fixed h E [ -1, X0], as a function of 13, 
wr ELM and wa ELM because of the limiting behavior of w in (5.24). 
Thus, w(y, x), as a function of /3, belongs to Ll(R) @L2(R) and hence its 
Fourier transform is well defined (see, e.g., [17, p. 181). Consequently, 
the Laplace transform of w(r, X) in y is well defined. By the uniqueness 
of these transforms, we conclude that the unique solution of (5.3) and (5.4) 
is given by the formula, 
u(t, x) = (l/2&) IL1 w(y, x) evt d/3, (5.25) 
where L, is the line defined by Re h = X, and h, is a positive number greater 
than ho . 
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Further, it follows from Cauchy’s integral theorem and the estimate in 
(5.24) that 
where L, is the line defined by Re y = -1. The rest of the proof is to trans- 
form the equalities in (5.25) and (5.26) into the desired estimates in (5.5). 
Since the analysis for this is the same as that in [18], we refer to it for the 
details. 
Remark 5.4. Formula (5.6) and the boundedness of APB, as a map of 
C’s~~ n W2g2 into itself, assure us that u(t, X) is analytic in t for all t in R 
and that the time derivatives of u(t, x), as functions of X, belong to C2*~ n W2f2 
for all t in R. Thus, if we set u(“) z @u/W, then 
AZ+ + Bu(w) = 0 in Co*” n L*(R”) 
and z@(O, X) belongs to Pn(R”) n W2*2(Rn). Consequently, the same 
reasoning as was shown above ensures that all time derivatives of u decay 
expontially as t + Co. 
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